New concept of tunnel boring machine: high performance using water jet and diamond wire as rock cutting technology

Abstract

Tunnel boring machines are important tools in underground infrastructure projects. Although being well established equipment, these machines are based on designs of more than 60 years ago and are characterized by big dimensions, enormous weight and high power consumption. Commercial aspects should be noted too. The model adopted by the TBM industry requires constant replacement of cutter discs and specific labor skills, usually offered by the same manufacturing company. In some cases the cost of replacement parts and technical assistance can be higher than the acquisition cost of an entire machine. These aspects are no longer compatible with the concept of sustainability that is an important aspect of current society. While the technical characteristics require a large quantity of steel and several inputs, the adopted model is not competitive. One alternative is looking for new technologies that break the old paradigms and allow the development of high performance concepts with lower social and environmental impact. This study deals with this opportunity by proposing a high performance tunnel boring machine that makes use of high power water jet and diamond wire to compose a double shield cutter head. It works in two stages. In the first stage, an annular cut is executed by hydro demolition, and in the second one, the diamond wire station slices the rock core. Only with the action of diamond wire is the rock core separated from the rock mass and the removal process is finished. A smart water jet nozzle movement system is described and non-circular tunnels can be executed. The new technologies involved require a different type of backup system, lighter and smaller. The non-existence of mechanical contact between the equipment and the rock mass at the excavation front allows low power consumption. The advanced rate and primary excavation cost analyses can also be encountered herein. It shows that it is possible to reach an advanced rate of 174 m/day in soft and porous rock and 0.64 m/day in hard and non-porous rock, whereas the NTNU method indicates only 55 m/day and 13 m/day under respective conditions. On the other hand, the excavation cost is high for both conditions. One option is to use sand as an abrasive in the water jet process, reducing by half the primary excavation cost. It is reasonable to say that the proposed concept can be considered as an alternative for tunnels in soft rock and high porosity, and needs better performance of the water jet system to become an alternative for hard rock.
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1. Introduction

Tunnel boring machines are widely used around the world and they are a good choice for urban tunnels or high cover, besides being the best option for rock tunnels with a length over 1.5 km (Chapman et al., 2010). This equipment originated in the eighteenth century with Brunnel’s concept and evolved till the Robbins’s concept, with a better advance rate and reliability (Maidl et al., 2008).

With the exception of the development of the DOT and DPLEX machines in Asia, no more radical innovation in the operation principle has been introduced in this sector. When facing the obvious opportunity for innovation and the challenge of more efficiency and sustainability, it is clear that there is the necessity of a new family of TBMs which does not incorporate great power usage, components with large dimensions and excessive weights as its main characteristics. This new way to manufacture TBMs requires changing the paradigms that have been followed for more than seventy years.

One alternative is looking for exotic technologies capable of transferring energy from the machine to the rock without mechanical contact. Several options have been studied by Maurer (1979) and the National...
They were classified as chemical reaction, thermal spalling, fusion (or vaporization) and mechanical rock cutting methods. However, the chemical reaction methods produce safety and environment problems, and the fusion and thermal spalling methods have a high energy demand, becoming undesirable alternatives. One exception is the high power water jet technology (WJ) (National Research Council et al., 1994).

Although it is used for excavation proposes since the eighteenth century, only in the 1970s has the water jet been used as assistant rock breaking technology in more complex applications. One example of a feasibility investigation was the work described in Hood (1977). It investigated the performance of drag bits with and without combined water jet. The work concluded that it is possible to cut hard rock deeper and faster with the water jet at 400 bar. Later in Pritchard and Reimer (1980) confirmed that a drag bit assisted with water jet could reduce the excavation force and disc cutter wear, improving, in this way, the advanced rate and cutter disc life time. These results were confirmed by Ciccu and Grosso (2010) whose experimental analysis of assisted drag bit excavation, suggested that water jet assistance is effective in improving the performances of mechanical tool.

According to Wilson et al. (1997), the application in Roadheaders was almost immediate. The benefits achieved by the use of WJ could be simplified by stating that without water jet assisted cutting (WJAC), it was necessary to use a 100-ton machine to cut rock with a strength over 1,200 bar. The addition of WJAC reduced this need to only 35 tons.

In Kouzminich and Merzyakov (1983), Fennet al. (1985) and Ciccu and Grosso (2014) the experimental analyses were focused on disc cutter performance assisted by water jet. While in Fenn et al. (1985) was utilized four low-pressure jets of water (two in each side of the disc) to remove the crushed material after its formation and report a 40% reduction of thrust and rolling force upon the disc cutter. Kouzminich and Merzyakov (1983) and Ciccu and Grosso (2014) investigated the feasibility of water jet assistance for disc cutter assistance.

While Kouzminich and Merzyakov (1983) only analysed the feasibility of technology in coal excavation, Ciccu and Grosso (2014) went further. They experimentally investigated the deep groove and volume removed per unit length of the tool’s path in two situations for sandstone and limestone: one with and another without water jet assistance. The main operational variables measured were the thrust and cutting forces, the tangential velocity of the tool and the energy involved, both mechanical and hydraulic. The pressure and flow rate were kept constant and all tests were repeated at least three times. The result concluded that both variables (depth of grooves and volume removed) are higher for the water jet assistance situation. The authors suggested that the rock-tool interaction forces were reduced (or, conversely, the penetration was increased under fixed normal force applied to the tool). As a consequence, the stress level on the tool’s material and its wear rate became lower, thus, increasing the working life of the tool. These facts concluded that water jet-assisted tools are regarded as a solution for extending the mechanical excavation of hard and abrasive materials, as well as improving excavation performance.

The use of WJ in another excavation equipment had parallel development. The development of a petroleum drill concept described in Maurer et al. (1973) was also an important step. An oil drilling rig which utilizes WJ as its main technology in order to cut rock was proposed. Low power capacity and leakage problems halted the operation. The water jet technology has also been utilized for methane drainage in coal mines, especially in China since the nineties. A self-propelled nozzle that increased the drainage area in coal mining was proposed by Lu et al. (2015). A different approach has been followed by Lu et al. (2013). They proposed a drilling machine for coal mining that digs the rock in two stages, one with water jet and another with mechanical enlargement.

An important point is that in all approaches described, the water jet plays a secondary role, serving as assistance technology for traditional excavation tools. Only in Jeng et al. (2004), was there discussed the possibility of water jet to be used as the main excavation technology in a modern tunnel machine; an approach that can be called “Water Jet Tunnel Boring Machine – WJTBM”. According to the authors, a set of experiments that investigated the water jet performance in soft, medium and hard rock was executed. As expected, the WJ performance in hard rock was entirely insignificant, but for soft rock the results were interesting.
2. Development process: new specifications and operational cycle

The development process follows a systematic method denominated PRODIP. It is the product of research carried out in the Product Development Laboratory of the Santa Catarina Federal University – Nedip – and is similar to the one presented in German Standard VDI 2122 (Back et al., 2008). The main phases are shown in Figure 1. The focus was on informational and conceptual design, whose main results were a new set of design specifications and operational cycle.

The definition of life cycle and its assets is the first phase. There is not a big difference from the life cycle of the traditional TBM, except for a faster manufacturing process and recycling rate, due to a lighter structure and less powerful equipment.

The needs, on the other hand, were identified through definition of the mains users: society, hired contractors and, within a sustainable vision, the environment. These needs were processed and originated by the user and design requirements, in addition to the specification design.

![Figure 1](image)
Project Development Process based on PRODIP method.

The specification design (shown in Table 1) is a set of measurable attributes that conduct the conception selection process and, as its main aspect, can be considered the objectives which the project must satisfy. The items were classified as mandatory and desirable, and weighted by the Quality Function Deployment method. The acceptance criteria and inquiry mode chosen by the project design group can also be found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Inquiry mode</th>
<th>Acceptance criteria</th>
<th>Mandatory? (Weight)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environment and safety standard</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>NR10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 33, 09</td>
<td>Mandatory, (1321)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition cost of TBM</td>
<td>Cost analysis</td>
<td>Less than US$ 1.2 million/m transversal section</td>
<td>Desirable, (822)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per kilometer</td>
<td>Cost analysis</td>
<td>Less than US$ 3 million/km</td>
<td>Desirable, (606)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation rate</td>
<td>Operational record</td>
<td>More than 50%</td>
<td>Mandatory, (697)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced rate</td>
<td>Operational record</td>
<td>More than 100 m/day</td>
<td>Mandatory, (537)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation of section</td>
<td>Topography</td>
<td>Less than 200 mm</td>
<td>Mandatory, (580)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation of path</td>
<td>Topography</td>
<td>Less than 200 mm</td>
<td>Mandatory, (580)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic control</td>
<td>Manual user</td>
<td>More than 80%</td>
<td>Desirable, (682)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Components weight</td>
<td>Weight measurement</td>
<td>Less than 10.000 kg</td>
<td>Mandatory, (374)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Components dimensions</td>
<td>Dimensional measurement</td>
<td>Less than 15 m</td>
<td>Mandatory, (473)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycling rate</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>More than 50%</td>
<td>Desirable, (349)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Specification design classified by the item’s importance in the group and mandatory. The acceptance criteria and inquiry mode can be found as well.
With the specification design defined, the next step was to identify the main inputs and outputs of the excavation process. Thus, the first phase of the conceptual design is complete and serves as a base for the sub function structure definition.

This structure (Figure 2) shows the main tasks that the machine must execute and the interrelationship of the inputs with this sub function. Essentially, the operational cycle is represented by the structure of the sub function and all conceptions have to bring solutions for all sub function identities. All solutions found for the entire subfunction were organized into a matrix denominated morphologic matrix. The combination of these solutions generated the conceptions that were considered in the selection process. Ninety six conceptions were evaluated and the ones considered too be more adequate are describe in next section.

3. New concept of tunnel boring machine

For a better visual analysis and evaluation of integration issues, the more adequate conception was modeling in a 3D CAD software. The choice was for SolidWorks® software and the final model is shown in Figure 3.

It has a square transversal section of 4 meters along with rounding radius of 500 millimeters that can be found in every corner. In addition, the length is around 114 meters were divided into three modules: Axial Cutting Module, Transversal Cutting Module and Additional System Module. Figure 3 shows these modules and the individual length of each one.

The hydrodemolition drive system is formed by a support plate that accommodates two curved rods. The rod has the main purpose of increasing the action area of the hydrodemolition nozzle. Each one of these nozzles (there are eight) is 3.5 mm in diameter. The curved rod allows up to 500 mm, and can be cut by only one nozzle; Figure 4 helps to understand. The support plate is moved by four pulleys driven by stepper motors that involve the flange of a beam. It can also be observed that the Axial Cutting Module has an important role in its own movement. It is possible to see two axial gripers that couple with the tunnel walls, transferring the mechanical efforts to the rock.
The grippers (in red) are synchronized with two others positioned in the Transversal Cutting Module (the second one), with a hydraulic cylinder allocated between modules. The movement cycle is based on double shield movement and is quite important to keep the optimal hydrodemolition parameters constant.

To reduce even more the effort to move the machine, it is worth saying that the Additional System Module has its own movement system that utilizes electrical motors and truck wheels. As it is not necessary to use the cutter discs, the only task for the movement system is to move the machine along the track. Its main purpose is to reduce the power involved.

In the same way of the first module, the second one has the task of rock cutting but utilizing different technology and fulfilling a different purpose. The idea now is to make a sharp cut in transversal direction of the axial axis of TBM. This cut is done in three steps (there can be more if necessary) by the diamond wire system, as shown in Figure 5.

The diamond wire technology is quite robust and can reduce the TBM’s energy demand. It has been used for several decades in ornamental rock extraction and the necessary equipment is very simple. However the diamond wire system has the single task of separating the rock block from the integral rock. The positioning of the rock block over the removal wagon is responsible for the tipping system. As shown in Figure 6, it is nothing more than platforms articulated at their bottom that, powered by a hydraulic cylinder, tip the rock block carefully. Finally, the removal wagon with the rock block moves with an additional system.

From here, it is possible to execute the activities to reinforce the tunnel walls and the final lining. While the final lining is executed manually, the installation of reinforcement devices is realized mechanically. The space between the
second module and backup module is the place utilized.

In fact, the Additional System Module (or backup module) is formed basically by a hydrodemolition pump, hydraulic unit power, separation plant, water tank, cement unit, tooling area, storage area and control unit. All these systems are distributed as the layout shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7
Layout of Additional System Module which contains necessary equipment, input storage, maintenance area and control system.

![Diagram of Additional System Module](image)

4. Performance analysis: advanced rate and primary excavation cost against focus

As important as the generation of a concept that makes use of highly potential innovative technologies, is the performance analysis of this concept. The analysis of our concept proved to be more robust when the result was compared with the performance of similar equipment under the same conditions.

This can be done with the calculations of the performance index, where in this work, advanced rate and primary excavation cost were chosen. Both are widely accepted as important performance parameters. While the advanced rate is measurable in meter per day, [m/day], and represents how fast the excavation process occurs, the primary excavation cost represents how much money is necessary to open the cavity that will become the tunnel, [R$/m], and does not take into account the activity stabilization cost, lining cost and additional installation cost (Bruland, 2000).

For the proposed concept of the primary excavation cost, taken into account were the value of the main inputs: electrical energy, hydraulic fluid, water, abrasive and replacement parts, while the advanced rate can be calculated by dividing the removal rate, [m$^3$/h], by the area of annular cut, [m$^2$]. The transversal cutting process, executed by the diamond wire system, is not considered in the advanced rate calculation process because it is always possible to increase the number of cutting stations, if necessary.

For traditional TBMs, there are several methods to elaborate this calculus. One of the most accepted and widely used is the performance method prediction proposed by the Norwegian University of Science and Technology – NTNU. It makes use of empirical and laboratorial data together with TBM characteristics to predict four performance indexes, such as advanced rate and primary excavation cost. This method was used for advanced rate and excavation cost calculations for a traditional TBM, while geometrical and removal rate data were used for the performance index definition of the proposed concept. Two geological conditions that represented soft rock with high porosity (typical of Sandstone) and a hard rock with low porosity (typical of granite) were utilized. They are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geological parameters</th>
<th>Sandstone</th>
<th>Granite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniaxial compressive stress, [MPa]</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>57.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drilling rate index, []</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutter life index, []</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity, [%]</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz content, [%]</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle, [degree]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture class, []</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>zero</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Parameters utilized in performance index definition.

Information about the cutter disc and geometrical characteristics of the traditional TBM used for comparison. In addition, performance data of the involved technologies and geometrical characteristics of the proposed conception are also needed.

The data regarding the traditional TBM are shown in Table 3 and those regarding the proposed concept are in Table 4. The empirical results for the removal rate described in Jeng et al. (2004) for Sandstone and Granitewere utilized in this analysis.

The Geometrical factor, necessary for the performance calculation of the proposed concept, relates to the width and height with roundness ratio. For this analysis, 4 m for width and height and roundness ratio of 0.5 m were utilized.
The values of advanced rate and primary excavation cost for the traditional and proposed concept of TBMs can be analyzed in Figure 8. For the Sandstone condition, the advanced rates are 174.72 m/day for the proposed concept and 55.48 m/day for the traditional TBM. The LabTun’s concept performance stands out even more when compared with the performance data published in several works like Yagiz et al. (2009) and Salimi et al. (2016). The high value for the first can be explained, especially by the high performance of the water jet in soft and porous rock. Besides the erosion effect which causes removal of subtracts, in porous (and permeable) rock, the effect of the lifting and peeling process against the removal rate is big. As Granite is harder and has less porosity, the same magnitude of removal rate (and consequentially advanced rate) cannot be observed. While the advanced rate for the proposed concept is almost 315% higher than the traditional TBM; in the Sandstone condition, it is almost 21.500% lower than in the Granite condition.

It is expected that the diamond wire will not be the one process that constrains when softer rock is excavated. The right prediction of the removal rate for the water jet in different geological conditions can help in determining the number of diamond wire stations. The higher removal rate for the water jet, the more diamond wire stations required.

Innovation in water jet technology for rock cutting has the potential to significantly increase the performance of the concept presented herein. The introduction of high frequency water jet and powerful pumps should be highlighted. Notwithstanding, this analysis does not take into account the practical problems that occur during the execution of excavation tasks, but shows the potentiality of the concept.

The primary excavation cost presents a different aspect. While the cost per meter for the Granite condition is 2,553.80 reais, and is totally unacceptable when facing the 139.21 reais of traditional TBMs, the cost...
per meter for the Sandstone condition can be considered reasonable.

The high cost of the proposed concept can be explained by the cost of abrasives. As 4,147.20 kilograms of abrasive at a cost of 2.64 reais per kilogram are necessary for a working day, the cost of abrasive material represents 60.92 reais (77%) of the primary excavation cost for Sandstone and 2,376.00 reais (79%) for Granite. This scenario can be modified by the substitution of steel grit by the sand as the abrasive used. This is only a suggested hypotheses, but it has a potential to reduce the primary excavation cost.
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